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Americans must speak out NOW!
"When I passed by you again and saw you, behold, you were
at the age for love, and I spread the corner of my garment
over you and covered your nakedness; I made my vow to you
and entered into a covenant with you, declares the Lord God,
and you became mine. Then I bathed you with water and
washed off your blood from you and anointed you with oil. I
clothed you also with embroidered cloth and shod you with
fine leather. I wrapped you in fine linen and covered you with
silk. And I adorned you with ornaments and put bracelets on
your wrists and a chain on your neck. And I put a ring on your nose and earrings in your ears and a
beautiful crown on your head. Thus you were adorned with gold and silver, and your clothing was of fine
linen and silk and embroidered cloth. You ate fine flour and honey and oil. You grew exceedingly
beautiful and advanced to royalty. And your renown went forth among the nations because of your
beauty, for it was perfect through the splendor that I had bestowed on you, declares the Lord God.
"But you trusted in your beauty and played the whore because of your renown and lavished your
whorings on any passerby; your beauty became his. You took some of your garments and made for
yourself colorful shrines, and on them played the whore. The like has never been, nor ever shall be. You
also took your beautiful jewels of my gold and of my silver, which I had given you, and made for yourself
images of men, and with them played the whore. Ezekiel 16: 8-17
Humanity has established sovereign nation after sovereign nation in order to establish such a unified
sovereignty, nation and domain. In this process, a great number of people lost their lives, innumerable
citizens were sacrificed, countless nations were destroyed, and many sovereign powers were replaced by
others. This, is it not obvious that the people standing on God's side and those who sacrificed their lives
for these causes would wish for us to one day establish God's nation and world? CSG 1540
Dear,
At the beginning of yesterday's Sunday Service, Hyung Jin Nim discussed the importance of the Trump
rally in Washington DC the day before. Patriots must speak out NOW in defense of our freedoms and
constitutional republic.
He then discussed a passage in the Book of Ezekiel chapter 16 in which God judges the sacrificing of
children to the pagan god, Baal. Today's version of such child sacrifice is the murder of children through
abortion until the moment of birth, and even after birth, if the child should survive. Several years ago
Project Veritas made public a video of a Planned Parenthood chapter leader talking about selling organs
and body parts. 70 million human beings have been murdered since the Supreme Court's Roe v. Wade
decision in 1973.
Abortion is a sacred value for advocates of the free sex lifestyle since it "solves" the consequences for the
choice to have uncommitted sex, which the Word of God says must take place in a committed marriage.

Most of the world has been forced into a Communist style worldwide lockdown. The materialistic
worldview has no concept of absolute values and human rights. Medium and small businesses have been
shut down while big businesses are allowed to continue, bringing about an historic transfer of wealth.

We have witnessed an open stealing of an election and our rights to assemble, to speak, and to worship
revoked by governors in several states. Big Tech unashamedly censors conservative views.
Beijing Biden promises to continue the lockdown. The nature of political satanism is to never give up
power. CNN accuses Trump of mishandling the nation's Covid 19 response and spreads the fake
rationales to force everyone to be in "lockdown," even though those under 60 years old have a 99.5%
chance to recover from infection. Those without pre-existing conditions have virtually no risk.

We should remember that Nazi labor (death) camps were based on medical theories to justify eliminating
Jews, Gypsies and other undesirables.
We see severe lockdown restrictions imposed on the population in Australia. Kamala Harris said BLM
protests must continue, even though the Black Lives Matter organization rejccts the "Western-prescribed
nuclear family."
Nations receive the judgment of God when we abandon Him, but Heavenly Father has anointed Trump as
a King Cyrus to fight for our freedoms amidst this leftist onslaught.
More than 200,000 peaceful citizens gathered yesterday in Washington DC to rally for the President with
just 5 days to organize and Big Tech shutting down their Social Media pages. BLM protesters were
cursing "FU," but most Trump supporters responded with "God bless you." If the BLM protester rejoined
"I don't believe in God," one could respond: that doesn't disprove His existence.
Towards the end Trump supporters were singing "Battle Hymn of the Republic." There must have been a
lot of high spirits of those who died in the Civil War and other battles to defend America joining to sing.
There is likely to be a "contingent election" on January 6. Every state delegation will have just one vote in
the House of Representatives. Republicans have 27 majority state delegations. Democrats have 20
majority delegations. 3 delegations have equally tied delegations. So in that scenario the Republican
delegations will have the votes to choose the next president.
When asked if the Administration was making it possible to have a smooth transition of power, Secretary
of State Pompeo "we will have a smooth transition to a 2nd Trump administration." Let us all pray and
rally publicly to support that!
**********************************

Confessions of a White Nationalist
at the DC Trump Rally
I drove with two friends down to the DC area Friday afternoon in advance of Saturday's Trump rally.

We'd made reservations at a Holiday Inn in Maryland and reached the hotel after a 4.5 hour drive.
As we checked in I could hear the voice of MSNBC's Rachel Maddow speaking from the television in the
lobby. She explained that a rally of "white nationalists and neo-Nazis" was to take place the next day. It
took me a few seconds to realize that she was talking about me.
I didn't know I was a white nationalist, but her voice was authoritative, even persuasive. So I did a mental
self-checkup. Even though my wife is Japanese and therefore we have biracial children, was it possible
that deep down I was a "white nationalist?" I wasn't sure, so I did a Google search and found a tweet
about "white culture," discussing a display from the National Museum of African American History and
Culture about "Aspects and Assumptions of WHITENESS and WHITE CULTURE in the United States."
The museum is part of the government-supported Smithsonian Institution so I knew this must be a
trustworthy source.

I learned that "White Culture" teaches such things as:
Individuals should practice "self-reliance,"
Husbands should support their families
2.3 children is the ideal
Objective, rational linear thinking
Hard work is the key to success

Christianity is the norm
Plan for the future and delayed gratification
Justice based on English common law. Protect property. Intent counts.
Going through the list I realized that I had to admit to holding many assumptions of "white culture." I
believed in people working hard, husbands supporting their families, trying to understand things
objectively and rationally, planning for the future, delaying gratification, justice, protecting people from
stealing by others or by the government.

While I'd failed to have 2.3 children, I was guilty of most of these other values. But I knew Asian and
African immigrants who also strongly believed in these things as well, so were they infected with "white
culture too?" I knew Black Americans who practiced these values, so were they cursed by "whiteness" as
well?
I did more research about "white nationalists" and "neo-Nazis" and found a website of a white nationalist
group called the "Patriot Front." Their website states "membership within the American nation is
inherited through blood, not ink. Nationhood cannot be bestowed upon those not of the founding stock of
our people."
Since my wife is a naturalized U.S. citizen from
Asia, she would not be accepted as an American
citizen by this group. Since I have Jewish ancestry,
I wouldn't be either.
They state that "America's goals will be sought
with the united and enduring passion of the
national collective. No placement of the private
interest above that of the common good will
stand unopposed as the barriers impeding the
nation's will are overcome."
Wow, this group places the "national collective"
above private property. It advocates socialism
benefiting "white people."

I realized that the white nationalist "Patriot Front" is the MIRROR TWIN of the Marxist Black Lives
Matter group that also advocates socialism and Communism. One wants a government representing the
"nation's will" to benefit those of European ancestry, the other wants government power to benefit
"Blacks," "LatinX," and other "people of Color." They both advocate centralized government control of
the economy to benefit preferred racial groups.
This is not what the founders of America created. Having fled centralized authority in Europe, they placed
LIMITS on federal power, with protections for the rights of individuals, not the "collective."
As I traveled back home from a high-spirited and peaceful rally of
people from many races to support our elected president against
widespread, systemic election fraud, with no one advocating an
America for one race only, I turned on a National Public Radio station
and heard again that there had been a rally of "white nationalists" today.
The next day I learned that participants including elderly Trump
supporters walking back to their hotels had been attacked by BLM and
ANTIFA mobs. In one case, the DC police prevented Trump supporters
from walking to their hotel, just a half block away, forcing them to go
through a violent gauntlet of Black Lives Matter supporters who cursed,
beat, and kicked several of them while they were bleeding on the ground. In other cases they surrounded
and threw unknown liquids and punches at a young man and young woman and beat a man leaving the
rally.

I have to admit I am amazed by the disciplined consistency of the MSNBC, CNN, NPR and other
mainstream media as they march in lockstep to throw vitriol and contempt on our current President and
those who support him. They almost had me convinced that the half of our nation who voted for Donald
Trump, including myself, were white nationalist racists.
While the mainstream media libels Trump supporters on air, their shock troops on the ground mete out the
punishment deserved by such "racists." As Candace Owens puts it, Black Lives Matter and Antifa are the
Marxist foot soldiers of the Democrat Party who are given a pass by the leftist-controlled media.
The hate-filled spirit of the Bolsheviks and the brown shirts is alive and well on the streets of our nation's
capitol and coming to a city or town near you. But if Biden takes residence in the White House, BLM will
be there too, demanding payment for their services. All of us, and future generations, will be paying their
awful bill.
***********
May God bless you and your families!
Sincerely,
Richard
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